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Abstract: A robust smile recognition system could be widely used for many
real-world applications. Classification of a facial smile in an unconstrained
setting is difficult due to the invertible and wide variety in face images. In
this paper, an adaptive model for smile expression classification is suggested
that integrates a fast features extraction algorithm and cascade classifiers. Our
model takes advantage of the intrinsic association between face detection,
smile, and other face features to alleviate the over-fitting issue on the limited
training set and increase classification results. The features are extracted taking
into account to exclude any unnecessary coefficients in the feature vector;
thereby enhancing the discriminatory capacity of the extracted features and
reducing the computational process. Still, the main causes of error in learning
are due to noise, bias, and variance. Ensemble helps to minimize these factors.
Combinations of multiple classifiers decrease variance, especially in the case
of unstable classifiers, and may produce a more reliable classification than
a single classifier. However, a shortcoming of bagging as the best ensemble
classifier is its random selection, where the classification performance relies
on the chance to pick an appropriate subset of training items. The suggested
model employs a modified form of bagging while creating training sets to
deal with this challenge (error-based bootstrapping). The experimental results
for smile classification on the JAFFE, CK+, and CK+48 benchmark datasets
show the feasibility of our proposed model.

Keywords: Ensemble classifier; smile expression detection; features
extraction

1 Introduction

Automatic facial expression detection has been extensively researched during the past two
decades and has developed into a very productive field of study in computer vision and pattern
recognition. Classification of facial expressions is a critical aspect of human-computer interaction
and associated areas. The smile, as a significant component of facial expression, conveys a
multitude of emotional messages, including excitement, satisfaction, attractiveness, and kindness,
and therefore plays a critical role in human speech. Automatic smile classification technology has
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permeated people’s lives and is growing in popularity as commercial multimedia devices such as
digital cameras, digital images, and social robots become more prevalent. Faces’ extensive visual
alterations, such as occlusions, pose transitions, and drastic lightings, make certain functions very
difficult in real-world implementations [1–5]. Fig. 1 shows the components (facial action units
(AUs)) of facial muscle movements [6,7].

Figure 1: Facial action units (AUs)

In managed settings, current smile expression recognition has promising results, but perfor-
mance on real-world datasets is still unsatisfactory [8]. This is because there are broad differences
in facial appearances through the color of the skin, lighting, posture, expression, orientation, head
location, lightening state, and so on. By incorporating deep learning [9], optimization [10], and
ensemble classification, automatic methods of identification for smile expression are suggested to
deal with existing system difficulties. Five key steps are given for the planned work: pre-processing,
a deep evolutionary neural network used for feature extraction, features selection utilizing swarm
optimization, and facial expression classification employing support vector machine, ensemble
classifiers [11], and neural network [12]. Fig. 2 depicts the recognition of facial expression’ action
units.

Bagging and Boosting are close in that they are both ensemble approaches in which a group
of poor learners is assembled to shape a powerful learner capable of outperforming a single
learner [11]. Ensembles are a subset of a larger class of approaches known as multi-classifiers,
which combine hundreds or thousands of learners with a similar purpose to solve a problem.
Though Bagging’s training stage is concurrent (each paradigm is constructed independently),
Boosting constructs the new learner sequentially. Each classifier is trained on data using boosting
algorithms, taking into account the performance of previous classifiers, as shown in Fig. 3.
Weights are redistributed after each training phase. The weights of misclassified data are increased
to highlight the more complicated scenarios. This way, subsequent learners’ attention would be
drawn to them during their training.
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Figure 2: Recognizing action units for facial expression

Figure 3: Ensemble classifiers

All that is needed to predict the class of new data is to apply the N learners to the new
observations. The effect of Bagging is determined by combining the responses of the N learners
(or majority vote). Boosting, on the other hand, applies a second collection of weights, this
time to the N classifiers, in order to compute a weighted average of their predictions. The
algorithm then assigns weights to each resulting model during the Boosting training stage. A
learner with superior classification outcomes on training data would be given a higher weight
than one with inferior classification results. Thus, when assessing a new learner, Boosting must
often maintain stock of the learner’s mistakes (see Fig. 4). Bagging and boosting also help to
reduce the uncertainty of a single calculation by combining predictions from several models. As
a consequence, a more stable model could emerge. If the issue is that the single model performs
poorly, Bagging can seldom provide a better bias. Boosting, on the other hand, can result in a
combined model with lower errors by optimizing the advantages and minimizing the drawbacks
of the single model. By comparison, if the single model’s complexity is over-fitting, Bagging is the
optimal solution. Boosting, on the other hand, does not help prevent over-fitting; in effect, this
technique exacerbates the issue. As a result, Bagging is more efficient than Boosting.
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Figure 4: Training stage of ensemble classifiers

1.1 Problem Statement
Real-time and effective smile detection can significantly enhance the development of facial

expression recognition. Classification of smiles in an unconstrained environment is difficult owing
to the invertible and wide variety of facial pictures. The majority of the current works deals with
smile detection not smile classification. However, within the current smile classification approaches,
their models are not smile’s attribute-specific hence their performance may be limited.

The combination of several classifiers, referred to as a classifier ensemble, has previously been
shown to improve the accuracy of smile classification when opposed to single classifiers. Because
of its demonstrated efficiency gain on classification tasks, bagging is one of the most frequently
employed ensemble learning methods. The downside of the conventional bootstrap approach is
that the training subsets produced by random selection with replacement do not include a high
proportion of misclassified instances. In other words, since the difficult-to-classify instances will
not be included in the training sets, the learning algorithm is unable to concentrate on such data
points in order to reduce training errors.

1.2 Contribution
The main goal of this paper is to build an adaptive model for the classification of facial’

smiles that incorporates both the fast features extraction module and the ensemble classifier to
increase the accuracy of facial expression classification. In contrast to the current methods of
classifying smile, which rely on deep neural networks to extract features that, in turn, require a
large number of samples and more computation, the suggested model relies on a histogram-based
feature extraction module to reduce and improve the discriminatory capability of the extracted
features. Furthermore, the suggested model utilizes the ensemble classification concept to build
an accurate classifier depending on a small number of samples. To overcome the drawback
of bagging ensemble classifiers, the suggested model employs eBootstrapping that ensures the
presence of misclassified instances in training sets to encourage their correct classification. A chain
of experiments proves that the suggested model technique is substantially reliable and quicker
than other widespread prototypes. This paper is a revised version of our research paper [13]. This
version of the paper provides a more comprehensive and systematic report regarding eBagging
ensemble classifiers.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the current related
work. Section 3 presents the proposed model steps in detail. Section 4 explains experimental
designs. Section 5 includes the conclusion and future work.
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2 Related Work

Several scientific studies have been performed in the field of identification of facial expressions
that apply to a range of technologies such as computer vision, image recognition, bioindustry,
forensics, authentication of records, etc. [14–16]. In a recent study, the pyramid histogram of
orientation gradient features and an Adaboost and SVM classifier are used to build a high-
performance smile classification system [14]. These algorithms work admirably on several publicly
available standard databases. However, as applied to more difficult and practical problems such
as classifying random expressions with varying levels of light, pose combinations, graphical trans-
formations, occlusion, and clutter, the accuracy of the majority of these algorithms degrades.
Among their flaws is their omission of high-level information, such as relationships between local
orientations. As a result, there is plenty of space for designing more effective algorithms that solve
real-world issues.

In many studies, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was used to provide a coding frame-
work for facial action that models and recognizes various forms of facial action [17,18]. However,
PCA-based solutions are subject to a dilemma in which the projection maximizes variance in all
images and negatively affects recognition performance. Independent Component Analysis (ICA) is
adapted to perform expression recognition to elicit statistically independent local face characteris-
tics that proceed better than PCA [19]. Recently, deep learning among the science community has
attracted substantial interest in the field of smile detection [20]. Numerous previous approaches
classify several attributes using a single deep network and solve them concurrently. However,
since their templates are not attribute-specific, their success on a particular attribute (gender or
smile, for example) can be constrained. Certain approaches define distinct attributes separately
but fail to account for the intrinsic association between smile, and other face attribute prediction
tasks [21,22].

As the feature extraction module represents the core module for facial classification, many
algorithms are suggested to select the characteristics of the facial image [23–32]. Through using
meta-heuristic evolutionary optimization algorithms such as Ant Colony Optimization (ACO), Bee
Colony Optimization (BCO), Particle Swarm Optimization, chaotic gray-wolf algorithm. Whale
Optimization Algorithm (WOA), and Multi-Verse Optimization (MVO) algorithm will minimize
drawbacks of facial features selection such as redundancy. Such approaches are inefficient in
evaluating the global optimum concerning the pace of convergence, capability for experimentation,
and consistency of solution [28,29]. To overcome these problems, a chaotic MVO algorithm
(CMVO) is applied that minimize the slow convergence problem and trap local optima [31,32]. A
graphical model for extraction and description of functions using a hybrid approach to recognize
a person’s facial expressions was developed in [33]. However, large memory complexity is the main
disadvantage. In [34], a Zernike model was developed based on a local moment to classify a
person’s expressions. However, it takes a long training time and has a large difficulty to understand
and interpret the final model.

Recently, several methods for classifying face speech using a neural network approach have
been suggested [35,36]. In [37], the detection technique was used to perform automatic recognition
of facial expressions using the Elman neural network to recognize feelings. However, neural
networks demand processors with parallel processing power, by their structure. Furthermore, expe-
rience and trial and error are used to achieve the appropriate network structure. Inspired by the
good performance of the Conventional Neural Network (CNNs) in computer vision tasks, such
as image classification and face recognition, several CNNs based smile classification approaches
have been proposed in recent years. In [38] a deeper CNN that has a complex CNN network
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consisting of two convolution layers, each accompanied by a max-pooling and four initiation
layers was suggested for facial expression recognition. Another related work in [39] utilizes deep
learning-based facial expression to minimize the dependency on face physics. In [40], a deep
learning approach is introduced to track consumer behavior patterns by measuring customer
behavior patterns. The authors in [41] presented a deep region and multi-label learner’s scheme
for estimation of head poses and study of facial expressions to report the interest of customers.

In contrast to the previous methods, which rely on a deep learning concept for smile classi-
fication and in order to solve the problem facing this type of learning in terms of its difficulty
to gather vast amounts of training data for facial expression recognition under different cir-
cumstances; the suggested approach utilizes both fast feature extraction technique and ensemble
classifier in a unified framework. The ensemble classifier can process a large number of features.
Even so, the effectiveness of this method is fundamentally dependent on the extracted features,
which may indeed not require much time to realize its purpose. In this case, the fast feature
extraction technique is used to exclude any redundant coefficients from a vector of features,
thus increasing the discriminatory capacity of the derived features and reducing computational
complexity.

3 Methodology

3.1 Face Detection
The first step in the identification of a smile is to locate the face in the picture. For this

function, the Viola-Jones method was used [42]. The face identified represents a Region of Interest
(ROI) in the picture of a smile. The Viola-Jones method has also been used to locate the eyes
and mouth. The area of the eyebrow was determined from the position of the eye region. After
identification of facial regions, different techniques of image processing are used in each of
the detected ROIs to remove the eyes and mouth. Then a search is carried out on each of the
extracted components to identify facial expressions [43]. Fig. 5 shows the block diagram of the
proposed model.

To soften the image, minor noises such as defects in the image and scarcely visible lines
were discarded. In order to locate points of interest on the face, it was initially important to
enhance and extract the relevant information from the image. For this reason, different techniques
of image processing have been used in this work such as contrast correction, thresholding, context
subtraction, contour detection, and Laplacian and Gaussian filters for extraction points of inter-
est. To segment the image into regions (set of pixels) two methods were used in segmentation:
thresholding and morphological operations. To re-move the edges of the eyes and mouth, the
canny detector was used and a search was carried out on each of the resulting edges to detect
facial landmarks. Fig. 6 illustrates the output facial landmarks that are detected from the image
processing techniques in each of the ROIs; see [43] for in-depth details.
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Figure 5: System flowchart

3.2 Feature Extraction
After the pre-processing stage, feature extraction is done in a facial expression recognition

system. The most important knowledge present in the original ROI is a kind of dimensional
decrease technique. This is the knowledge gathered in a small space from the photo. The main
goal of the extraction function is to minimize the initial ROI size into a manageable processing
vector that has histogram and alpha and beta features.

3.2.1 Histogram Feature Extraction
Herein, six parameters of histograms are calculated for each ROI. The histogram features are

statically based features as a model of the probability distribution of the gray levels. We define
the first-order histogram probability as [44]:

P(g)= N(g)
M

(1)
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Figure 6: (a) From left-hand to right-hand: RGB images after brightness equalization, out-side
contours, internal contours, outcomes of outside boundary, outcomes of internal boundary, fin-
ishing segmentation outcomes; (b) Convergence outcomes of outside and internal contour; (c)
Segmentation outcomes of images in b

μ=
L−1∑

g=0

g P(g) (2)

σ =
L−1∑

g=0

(g−P1)
2 P(g) (3)

Pz =
L−1∑

g=0

(g−μ)z P(g)
(μ1)

z/2 z ∈ {3, 4} (4)
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ζ =
L−1∑

g=0

[P(g)]2 (5)

η =−
L−1∑

g=0

P(g)log2[P(g)] (6)

N(g) is the number of pixels at grey level value g, and M is the number of pixels in the ROI.
P(g) has all values less than or equal to 1. The total number of grey levels available will be L, so
the grey levels range from 0 to L−1. Histogram probabilities include mean(μ), standard deviation
(σ ), skewness (P3), kurtosis (P4), energy (ζ ), and entropy (η). See [44] for more details.

3.2.2 Alpha and Beta Features
Alpha and Beta are the comparisons between the area of teeth and lips. In order to reduce

the amount of redundant information, the oral region needs to be extracted and the lip area,
teeth area, and eye area are taken as a region of interest. A method based on a localized active
contour model can segment the mouth area by general structure and face proportion, see [45] for
all method details. Fig. 6 illustrates the steps to pick lips area.

Alpha (α)= teeth_Area/Lips_Area (7)

Beta(β)=Lip_Width/Eye_Length (8)

3.3 eBagging Ensemble Classifier
The ensemble methodology’s central concept is to weigh many different classifiers and merge

them to create a classifier that outperforms them all. A standard ensemble system for classification
tasks is constructed as follows [11]: (1) a training set is a classified dataset that is used to train
an ensemble. The training collection can be expressed in a number of different languages. The
instances are commonly represented as attribute-value vectors. We use the notation A to denote
the collection of input attributes that contains n attributes: A = {a1, . . . ,ai, . . . ,an}, and y to
denote the class variable or goal attribute. (2) The base inducer is an induction algorithm that
acquires a training set and constructs a classifier that describes the abstract relationship between
the input and target attributes. We use the notation M = I(S) to denote a classifier M that was
induced on a training set S by inducer I . (3) Diverse Classifier Generator—this portion is in
charge of creating diverse classifiers. (4) Combiner—the combiner is in charge of integrating the
classifications created by the various classifiers.

By substituting eBootstrap for the traditional bootstrap method in the proposed classification
model, the eBagging ensemble classifier improves the conventional bagging technique [45]. The
critical distinction is that training sets are created by providing a higher probability of selection
to difficult-to-classify instances that were misclassified by the prior learner. The boosting method
(i.e., the AdaBoost algorithm) attempts to correctly distinguish the difficult-to-classify cases while
ignoring the easy-to-classify examples. However, eBagging approach is twofold distinct from boost-
ing. To begin, eBagging produces training sets from the initial dataset in parallel, while boosting
is an iterative method. Second, eBagging does not allocate weight values to individual instances
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for the purpose of boosting. Other than that, eBagging copies all tough examples directly into all
training sets.

The eBagging classification is a four-step process [45]: (1) Pre-training: a prior classifier is
applied to the initial dataset, dividing it into two parts: one containing correctly classified instances
and the other containing incorrectly classified instances (incorrectly classified). (2) eBootstrapping:
a technique for generating several training sets by explicitly moving misclassified instances and
resampling with substitution from classified instances. As a result, each subset of data contains
complicated instances. This step adds diversity to the dataset and enables the learning algorithm
to work on difficult-to-classify cases, providing us with a fair starting point. (3) Training: Various
subsets of the training patterns are used to train the base classifiers. (4) Combining (Aggregating):
The base classifiers execute classification operations, and the final prediction is rendered using
plurality voting on the ensemble subset outputs. If classifiers dispute, the voting process will be
used to exclude the various classifiers’ incorrect mistakes [45–48]. Fig. 7 demonstrates the four
steps of the eBagging algorithm and Fig. 8 illustrates some different smile categories.

Figure 7: eBagging framework [45]

Figure 8: Different smiles for a person

4 Experimental Results

The proposed facial expression recognition system is tested with benchmark datasets that
includes Japanese Female Facial Expressions (JAFFE), Extended Cohn-Kanade (CK+), CK+48
Dataset [46]. JAFFE is a Japanese database containing 7 facial expressions with a 256 × 256-
pixel resolution of 213 images. With 10,414 images with a resolution of 640 × 490 pixels, the
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CK+ database has 13 expressions. The CK+48 dataset has 7 facial expressions with a resolution of
48 × 48 pixels with 981 images. Features are extracted from ROIs using histogram and lips, teeth,
and eyes areas which produce a 21-dimensional feature vector. Herein, 80 percent are selected for
training and 20 percent are for testing for each dataset considered. The prototype classification
methodology was developed in a modular manner and implemented and evaluated on a DellTM

InspironTM N5110 Laptop device, manufactured by Dell computer Corporation in Texas. Intel(R)
Core(TM) i5–2410M processor running at 2.30 GHz, 4.00 GB of RAM, Windows 7 64–bit.

The eBagging classifier was compared to single (without an ensemble strategy), normal bag-
ging ensemble, and AdaBoost learners in this research. Support Vector Machine (SVM), k-Nearest
Neighbors (kNN), Decision Tree (C4.5), and Naive Bayes (NB) algorithms were used individually
as a basis learner for ensemble methods [48]. Both recognition rate and accuracy, as well as
win/tie/loss status and average error rates, are used to evaluate the suggested model’s performance.
The classifier parameters of SVM, C4.5 and NB classifiers were left as default Weka parameters.
The number of neighbors, N for kNN classifier was selected as log2(n) where n indicates the
number of instances in the respective dataset and k represents the number of classes in each
benchmarked dataset. The number of iterations to be performed (ensemble size) were determined
as Weka’s default parameter, 10. For additional details, see [46].

Three distinct situations were considered when comparing the efficiency of classifiers: clas-
sification accuracy for benchmark datasets (shown in Tab. 1), win/tie/loss status for pairwise
comparisons of the implemented methods (displayed in Tab. 2), and the average error rates relative
to each other. Tab. 1 compares the classification accuracy of the applied approaches (eBagging,
standard Bagging, single learner, and AdaBoost) using C4.5, NB, kNN, and SVM as the base
learner. The results indicate that eBagging consistently achieves the highest average classification
accuracies of 95.37%, 88.61%, and 72.06% for the CK+, CK+48, and JAFFE datasets, respec-
tively, by using the corresponding base learners. The datasets with the best classification accuracy
are highlighted in bold. It should be remembered that the proposed scheme does not do well
on the JAFFE dataset, owing to the fact that this benchmark database contains an inadequate
number of images for each class. In general, using an eBagging classifier needs additional data
for proper preparation. When one of the methods from C4.5, SVM, NB, or kNN is used
as the base learner in the generation of ensembles, it is obvious that eBagging is the winner.
Additionally, while C4.5 is used as the ensemble classifier, eBagging performs well at classifying
instances.

Table 1: Comparison table of the applied classifiers in terms of classification accuracies (%)

Decision Tree (C4.5) SVM

Method/Dataset CK+ CK+48 JAFFE Method/Dataset CK+ CK+48 JAFFE

eBagging 98.73 91.36 70.05 eBagging 96.87 90.07 65.67
Bagging 95.58 87.80 66.35 Bagging 96.42 87.34 64.05
Single 84.64 78.26 56.55 Single 96.50 77.02 53.56
AdaBoost 90.68 83.31 62.25 AdaBoost 96.80 81.90 60.35

(Continued)
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Table 1: Continued

NB KNN

Method/Dataset CK+ CK+48 JAFFE Method/Dataset CK+ CK+48 JAFFE

eBagging 95.78 89.12 64.91 eBagging 89.55 84.14 58.05
Bagging 93.18 86.77 62.58 Bagging 87.00 79.60 54.98
Single 82.08 75.28 52.38 Single 74.80 67.60 54.90
AdaBoost 88.68 81.38 60.20 AdaBoost 80.85 72.45 51.07

Table 2: Pairwise comparisons of the applied methods by showing in each cell (wins-ties-loses)
between the method in that row and the method in that column for the respective classifier for
CK+48 Dataset (20% of samples for testing)

C4.5 eBagging Single Bagging Adaboost

eBagging 184-0-12 160-0-36 131-0-65
Single 37-11-148 36-6-154
Bagging 66-11-119
AdaBoost

SVM eBagging Single Bagging Adaboost

eBagging 143-6-47 101-8-87 125-0-71
Single 59-12-125 59-53-84
Bagging 95-12-89
AdaBoost

NB eBagging Single Bagging Adaboost

eBagging 142-0-54 148-6-42 89-11-96
Single 65-30-101 60-48-88
Bagging 95-18-83
AdaBoost

kNN eBagging Single Bagging Adaboost

eBagging 148-0-48 166-0-30 168-0-28
Single 77-12-107 72-78-46
Bagging 114-6-76
AdaBoost

The results confirm the research hypothesis that using eBagging classifier based on discrimi-
native features will enhance the classification accuracy. In addition to the results of classification
accuracy, it is essential to expand experimental work on the pairwise comparisons of the per-
formed algorithms. Tab. 2 represents the (win-tie-loss) status of the paired algorithms where each
cell is read by looking at the algorithm in the relevant row and then in the relevant column. When
one of the approaches from C4.5, SVM, or kNN is used as the base learner in the generation
of ensembles, it is obvious that eBagging is the winner. Additionally, while NB is used as the
ensemble classifier, both eBagging and AdaBoost do well at classifying instances.
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The average error rates (averaged over all datasets) derived from pairwise comparisons of
the implemented algorithms as shown in Tab. 3. The average error rate estimation can be shown
with the following illustration (eBagging vs. single classifier): The ratio of the mean error rate of
the eBagging algorithm and a single classifier when C4.5 is implemented is determined for each
dataset. Since computing the ratio values for each sample, the mean value of the ratios provides
the average error rate for the compared algorithms. In this scenario, baseline =100 indicates that
the compared approaches do nearly equally well at classifying instances. The average error rate is
less than the baseline in the enhancement scenario, indicating that the first approach outperforms
the second implemented algorithm. Apart from this, eBagging significantly improves performance
across the majority of comparisons among all base learners. Simultaneously, the standard bagging
algorithm is improved by performing eBagging regardless of the base classifier chosen. Although
eBagging outperforms AdaBoost in terms of classification precision, when the NB and C4.5
classifiers are used as the ensemble’s base classifiers (in around half of the cases), the average
enhancement rate falls below the baseline. In this scenario, the average error rates are 115 and
109, respectively, while eBagging is used as an ensemble technique rather than AdaBoost. This is
because AdaBoost significantly improves the classification performance of several datasets, while
eBagging correctly classifies a considerably larger number of datasets.

Table 3: Average error rates (%) of the compared classifiers in terms of pairwise comparisons

C4.5 SVM NB kNN

eBagging vs. Single classifier 77 84 87 79
Bagging vs. Single classifier 91 100 99 103
AdaBoost vs. Single classifier 80 97 96 103
eBagging vs. Bagging 87 91 93 77
eBagging vs. AdaBoost 115 98 109 77
AdaBoost vs. Bagging 90 87 96 104

Robustness to noise is a beneficial property, since noise in data is often present. We inves-
tigated the impact of classification noise on the efficiency of the eBagging technique in this
experimental study. To investigate the influence of classification noise, we applied random class
noise to the three datasets. To include p % classification noise, p % of the data instances were
arbitrarily selected without replacement and their class names were modified to be inaccurate
(alternated to class label chosen uniformly from the other labels). The overall classification effi-
ciency of eBagging and bagging techniques at four different noise levels (0%, 4%, 8%, and 10%)
is shown in Tab. 4, along with the amount of wins and ties for eBagging and bagging methods.
As the noise ratio is raised, the classification accuracies of the above approaches decrease more
dramatically. However, as noise levels rise, eBagging retains certain advantages over noise. We may
infer from this analysis that eBagging is indeed superior to Bagging in the presence of data noise.

The final series of experiments validated the proposed model’s efficiency in comparison to
the state-of-the-art models mentioned in Tab. 5 using the CK+ dataset. The findings corroborate
the proposed model’s dominance. Despite the proposed model’s convergence with the 3D Shape-
based recognition model’s performance, the suggested model is descriptor-independent (geometric
descriptor), and it employs a number of translation- and scale-invariant functions. By and large,
the 3D Shape descriptor performs poorly while the data collection contains more noise, i.e.,
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target groups overlap. Furthermore, employing a deep neural network needs adjusting network
configuration parameters that, in turn, need more effort.

Table 4: The number of wins obtained from classification accuracy of eBagging and bagging
methods in terms of added classification noise for CK+48 Dataset (20% of samples for testing)

Noise
ratio

C4.5 NB kNN SVM

eBagging Bagging Tie eBagging Bagging Tie eBagging Bagging Tie eBagging Bagging Tie

0% 160 36 0 148 42 6 166 30 0 101 87 8
4% 160 36 0 107 89 0 136 60 0 132 58 6
8% 148 48 0 124 72 0 130 66 0 136 60 0
10% 166 30 0 114 82 0 114 82 0 144 52 0

Table 5: Comparisons with different methods on CK+

Method Accuracy rate

3D shape + GA [49] 97.6
Gabor [50] 93.8
Neural network [51] 94.4
Deep neural network [52] 97.8
The proposed work 98.01

5 Conclusions

Facial expression classification is a very challenging and open area of research. This paper
developed a simple yet effective smile classification approach based on a combination of row
transform-based features extraction algorithm and eBagging ensemble classifier. Utilizing the row
transformation helps to remove some unnecessary coefficients from the extracted features’ vector
to reduce the computational complexity. By taking a weighted average of the decisions made by
the poor learners, eBagging assists in training a highly reliable classifier. The model’s objective is
to achieve the lowest possible recognition error, the shortest possible run time, and the simplest
layout. For various samples, the model achieves a identification accuracy of 98%. Four widely
used classifiers, namely SVM, NB, kNN, and C4.5, are used as base classifiers in the laboratory
experiments, which were validated using statistical testing. According to the experimental results,
eBagging outperforms its competitors by correctly classifying data points while minimizing train-
ing error. Additionally, as eBagging is used, the average error rate decreases substantially when
compared to single classifiers and standard bagging algorithms, and in half of the scenarios, it
results in close results with AdaBoost. As a result, the proposed model based on the eBagging
classifier has a high likelihood of being applicable to classifying facial expression samples. Addi-
tionally, the tests demonstrate that eBagging outperforms Bagging through three datasets, as long
as the data contains minimal or no noise. The proposed model is characterized by simplicity
in implementation, in contrast to the deep learning-based classification methods that depend on
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adjusting multiple variables to achieve reliable accuracy. On the other hand, the limitation of
this work appeared in JAFFE dataset because of the insufficient number of samples. In the
future, a mobile application shall be created to find expressions in each video frame automatically.
Furthermore, speech detection includes both audios from a speaker tone and video responses can
further improve detection accuracy.
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